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as so much paint on an artist's palette. It is not the historian's " manner," but the spirit and manners
of the men who made history by their actions, which will help us to stretch our minds to a just
comprehension of the struggle between opposing forces: an insight not possible when all are brought
within the limits of one modern writer's style; and he acquainted with but a part of the duties they
performed, or the reasons they set on paper to explain their ideas and intentions.
For thirty years, Lord Robert Dudley,—Earl of Leicester from 1564,—was one of the most
conspicuous figures in the public life of England. Excepting only Sir William Cecil,—Lord Burghley
from 1571,—no other Privy Councillor had so long a tenure of office. Elizabethan England is
therefore turned topsy-turvy when these two statesmen, who in real life were intimate friends,
working in harmony and for the same objects, are metamorphosed into foes, and the deeds of both
perverted. The so-called Leler of 1584 imputes to Leicester an " inveterate hate" of " the Treasurer";
presumably hoping thereby to create that emotion, or to incense Burghley against him. But Burghley's
sympathy with Leicester was demonstrated even more fully after the publication of this attack than it
had been before.
If Leicester in 1584 and '85 was called Nero and Heliogabalus, so Burghley in 1573 had been
libelled as " Cataline," and accused of plotting with Sir Nicholas Bacon the death both of the Queen
of Scots and Queen Elizabeth. The 1573 libel, " A treatise oj Treasons," had been impudently
dedicated to the Queen herself.1 She, on the 28th of September 1573, had issued a Proclamation
rebuking such English as, not being able openly to harm their country, were printing mendacious
books in English, Latin, and other tongues; wherein under pretence of zeal for Her Majesty's safety
they were bringing accusations of treason against two of her most devoted Councillors. Her subjects
were bidden to pay no heed to such seditious slanders, and to deliver over to the Privy Council any
copies of the offending books which might come into their hands.2
Nobody to-day takes "A treatise oj Treasons" as a guide to the political dealings of Lord
Burghley or Sir Nicholas Bacon. But the charges against these high officials, of keeping the Queen
in their own hands that they might influence her to her destruction, are not one whit more fantastic
than the libels upon Leicester, which are elevated into historical "authorities," and reprinted again
and again. Inverting the actual relations between Leicester and Burghley is an error which may be
traced directly to the " Copie of a Leter," 1584.
It was Camden and Naunton in the reign of James I, who began the re-circulating of the
"Vie Abominable" falsehoods; Camden stating that Leicester's "detracting Emulators found large
Matter to speak reproachfully of him; and, even when he was in his most flourishing condition,
spared not to defame him by Libels not without a Mixture of some Untruths."
From these words, "a Mixture oj some Untruths" readers have inferred that the defamation
though erroneous in particulars included a substratum of fact.3 Camden ought to have printed
Queen Elizabeth's and the King of Scots' Proclamations denouncing the libels; but he does not even
mention these, nor allude to Sir Philip Sidney answering the " goosequill."
Camden's allegation that Leicester was "a cunning time-server" would more accurately apply
to Camden himself, writing in 1615 after all those he depreciated were dead. The inaccuracy of his
estimates of great personages, especially of Burghley and Leicester, was discovered by William
Murdin, who, in 1759 when prefacing a large selection from the Hatfield MSS, emphasised the
necessity of re-examining all Camden's assertions. The warning has been disregarded; and, from
1B.M. C.i2.c.i6.   Circumstances of the arrival of this libel in England are described   in   Hatfield
MSS. CaL II. p. 55 et seq.
2"Tudor and Stuart Proclamations" 1910.   Vol. I. p. 74
3Vide "Athen: Cantab:" 1861.  E.E. p. 152, ante.

